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Agile Consulting Services

and expect them to perform well at the first game, Agile adoption 

requires training, coaching, and ongoing mentorship to drive optimal 

performance. 

What Makes Online’s Consulting 
Service Different
Whether you are new to Agile or midway through a transformation, 

Online’s Agile coaches will utilize proven assessment tools to 

identify problem areas and tailor a plan to maximize the value of 

your Agile adoption. We offer: 

 > Executive coaching to ensure top-down alignment

 > Team coaching for overcoming roadblocks

Online has experienced Scrum Masters, Product Owners, and 

team leaders that will work alongside your team to get the job to 

completion.  

Online’s Agile Consulting Services are successful not only because 

we have great coaches, but because we are a full-service 

consultancy. We offer a comprehensive range of services that 

will help organizations successfully adopt Agile through Test 

Automation, Organization Change Management, DevOps, Digital 

Transformations, and many other offerings. 

Let Online Agile Consulting Services help your team achieve Agile 

excellence to enable true Business Agility.

In today’s digital world, business and technology needs are 

evolving at an amazing pace and highly competitive markets are 

forcing organizations to be innovative and deliver solutions to 

market faster. An Agile approach to software delivery enables 

organizations to achieve rapid time-to-market, early ROI, early 

risk reduction, better predictability, higher business-IT alignment, 

and increased customer satisfaction. 

Practicing Agile delivery is not the same as ‘being Agile’. 

Traditional organizational policies, varying cultural behaviors, and 

technical challenges can become roadblocks for Agile adoption. 

Some organizations counter this by changing their Agile practices 

to adopt or adapt to these roadblocks, which far too often creates 

secondary challenges and usually diminishes the value these 

organizations are looking to achieve from their Agile adoption 

journey.

While the Agile mindset can be easy to understand, it can also 

be difficult to master and even harder to integrate into an 

organization.

 > Are you wondering where to start your Agile journey, or 

struggling to get business engaged?

 > Is your adoption of Agile falling short of the expected benefits?

 > Is resistance pulling your team off course?

 > Has your Agile adoption plateaued? 

If so you are not alone.  

If you are experiencing any of these 

symptoms, Online’s Agile Consulting 

Services may be the right choice 

for you. Using an experienced Agile 

coach in your transformation can 

be the difference between success 

and failure. In a similar way that you 

wouldn’t toss a rulebook to a new 

baseball team, tell them to read it 
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About Online Business Systems
Founded in 1986, Online Business Systems is an information technology and business consultancy. We help 

enterprise customers enhance their competitive advantage by designing improved business processes enabled 

with robust and secure information systems. Our unsurpassed delivery, our people, and the Online culture 

of loyalty, trust and commitment to mutual success set us apart. Today we have nearly 300 business and 

technical consultants throughout Canada and the US.

Contact: 
Online Business Systems
204.982.0200
info@obsglobal.com

 Agile is a mindset not just a methodology. 
Practicing Agile delivery is not the same 

as ‘being Agile’.  The real value of Agile is 
realized when the entire organization is ‘Agile’.


